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ON  THE  SHAPE  OF  TORUS-LIKE  CONTINUA  AND

COMPACT  CONNECTED TOPOLOGICAL  GROUPS1

JAMES  KEESLING

Abstract. In this paper it is shown that if A" is a torus-like

continuum, then X has the shape of a compact connected abelian

topological group. Let IT be a collection of compact connected Lie

groups. In light of the above result it is natural to ask if a LT-like

continuum has the shape of a compact connected topological group.

An example is given to show that this is not the case.

Introduction. Let C denote the category of compact Hausdorff

spaces and continuous maps and let //:C—>-//C be the homotopy functor.

Let S:C^-SC be the functor of shape in the sense of Holsztynski for the

projection functor H [5]. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the

equivalence of this approach to shape with that of Mardesic and Segal

using ANR-systems [12]. A precise statement of this equivalence with a

proof is given in the Appendix of [6]. In this paper we give the shape

classification of all torus-like continua. If A' is a torus-like continuum,

then it has the same shape as a compact connected abelian topological

group. It is shown, in fact, that X has the same shape as char HX(X)

where Hn(X) is «-dimensional Cech cohomology over the integers. Using

our knowledge of the shape properties of compact connected abelian

topological groups contained in [6], [7], and [8] several properties of

torus-like continua are derived.

In light of the above result about torus-like continua, it is natural to

ask if a Il-like continuum might not have the shape of a compact connected

topological group where n is a collection of compact connected Lie

groups. An example is given to show that this is not the case. In this

section of the paper we also show that if G is a compact connected topo-

logical group with Hx(G)=0, then Hn(G)/Tor H"(G) has property L for

all HÎïO. This result is invoked to show that the above example cannot

have the shape of a compact connected topological group. An example is

-
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also given of a nonmovable G with Hl(G)=Z. In [6] it was shown that

for A a compact connected abelian topological group, A is movable if

and only if HX(A) has property L. The last example shows that the fact

that A is assumed to be abelian is not superfluous in that theorem.

Throughout the paper we let Hn(X) denote «-dimensional Cech

cohomology with integer coefficients. We assume the notation of [6], [7],

and [8].

1. The shape of torus-like continua. In this section we show that if X

is a torus-like continuum, then X has the shape of a compact connected

abelian topological group and we draw some corollaries from this. First

we recall the definition of Fl-like.

1.1. Definition. Let IT be a collection of polyhedra. Then a con-

tinuum X is said to be U-like provided that, for every open cover % of X,

there is a P e II and a continuous/(A,)=/' such that for p e P,f~y(p) <= U

for some U e °l¿. If Yl is the collection of tori, Il = {T":n^:0}, then the

continuum is said to be torus-like.

1.2. Theorem. Let X be a torus-like continuum. Then X has the shape of

a compact connected abelian topological group.

Proof. First we suppose that X is metrizable. In this case there is an

inverse sequence of tori X={T"'; ir^; /¿y'<w0} which has X as inverse

limit [10]. Then X is an ANR-sequence associated with X in the ter-

minology of [12]. Let 77* be the unique continuous homomorphism

homotopic to 77,7 by [14] and let A be the inverse limit of A = {T?<; 77*;

i^=j<o.)n}. Then A is a compact connected abelian topological group and

A is associated with the ANR-sequence A. We define a map of ANR-

systems f:X-+A by /(/) = / and / = 1 : Tp^-T^1. Then / is a homotopy

equivalence between the ANR-systems X and A. Thus X and A have the

same shape (see the Appendix of [6] for the equivalence of the approach

to shape in [12] to that in [5]). Now we will proceed to prove the theorem

in general. First note that if X and Y are metrizable and torus-like and

F e MorS(,(A', Ax) and G e Morsc(AY, Y) are shape equivalences with

Ax and AY compact connected abelian topological groups, then if we

define P:Hom(Ax, AY)^Morsc(X, Y) by P(h) = G ° S(h) ° F, then P
is one-to-one and onto by Theorem 1.2 of [6].

Suppose now that A' is a torus-like continuum which is not metrizable.

Then by [9], there is an inverse system {Xa; rraß; x^ß e A} having X as

its inverse limit such that each Xx is metrizable and torus-like. For each

O.EA, let Ax be a compact connected abelian topological group and

Fx e Mor>sc(A'a, Aa) and Gx e Morg^A^, XJ such that Fx ° Gx is the

identity shape morphism on Ax and Gx ° Fa is the identity shape morphism
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on Xx. Then for each a.^ß, let -nXß be the unique continuous homo-

morphism from Aß to Ax such that S(trXß) = Gß ° S(tt*p) ° Fx as above. Then

{Ax;tt*p; a.^ß e A} becomes an inverse system of compact connected

abelian topological groups. Let A be the inverse limit of this inverse

system. Then A isa compact connected abelian topological group. It now

follows easily from the continuity of the shape functor [5] that S(A) = S(X)

and the proof is complete.

Using the results of [6], [7], and [8] we now give some immediate

consequences of Theorem 1.2.

1.3. Corollary. If X is a torus-like continuum, then X has the same

shape as char HX(X).

Proof. By Theorem 1.2 there is a compact connected abelian topo-

logical group A which is shape equivalent to X. This implies that Hl(X)cn

H\A). Let Ax=charH1(X). Then H'(X)~Hl(Ax) by Corollary 1.5 of

[8]. Thus H\A)~Hl(Ax). By Theorem 1.4 of [8], char ÀCzich&r Ax.

This implies that A~AX and that X, A, and Ax all have the same shape.

1.4. Corollary. Let X be a continuum and Y a torus-like con-

tinuum. Then MorS(r(À\ Y) is in one-to-one correspondence with

Hom(//'(F), H\X))by the function which takes FeMorsr(X, Y) to the

homomorphism F*.

Proof. By Theorem 1.7 of [8] this is true for Y a compact connected

abelian topological group and since Y has the same shape as a compact

connected abelian topological group, the corollary follows.

1.5. Corollary. Let X be a torus-like continuum. Then X is movable

if and only if Hl(X) has property L.

Proof. This is because this is true for compact connected abelian

topological groups by Theorem 2.5 of [6] and Theorem 1.4 of [8].

Of course, the Cech cohomology of a torus-like continuum Y will be

the same as its associated compact connected abelian topological group.

Thus one can apply the results of [3] to compute the Cech cohomology

of Y over any integral domain R.

In the next section we will show that if Ii is a collection of compact

connected Lie groups, then a continuum X may be Tl-like without having

the shape of a compact connected topological group.

2. Compact connected topological groups. In this section we use a

well-known structure theorem for compact connected topological groups

to derive a shape invariant property for such spaces. This is used to show

that a certain continuum cannot have the shape of a compact connected

topological group.
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2.1. Theorem. Let G be a compact connected topological group. Then

G is isomorphic to a group (AxB)/D where A is a product of simple,

connected, simply connected compact Lie groups ; B is a compact connected

abelian topological group; and D is a totally disconnected closed central

subgroup of AxB.

This is essentially 6.59 on p. 75 in [2]. Now we recall the definition of

property L.

2.2. Definition. Let H be an abelian group and J a subgroup of G.

Then J is said to admit division if whenever h e H and « is a positive

integer, then nhEj implies that h eJ. This is equivalent to saying that

H/J is torsion free. The group H is said to have property L if every finite

subset of H is contained in a finitely generated subgroup that admits

division.

In [8] it was shown that if I is a movable continuum, then

Hn(X)/Tor H"(X) has property L for all »¡£0. This fact will be used in

the proof of the next theorem. We also note that if X=TAxeA Xx where

each Xx is an ANR, then X is movable. This can be seen by letting X

be the limit of the finite subproducts I"l*-i X*¡ w¡lh the bonding maps just

projections onto subproducts. This is clearly a movable ANR-system

associated with X.

2.3. Theorem. Let G be a compact connected topological group. Then

ifH1(G)=0, then Hn(G)/Jor Hn(G) has properly h for all n>0.

Proof. Let G = (A x B)/D as in Theorem 2.1 and suppose that ZY1(G) =

0. Then suppose that B¿¿0. Then let trB:A xB^-B be the projection map.

Now trB is a continuous homomorphism. Therefore ttb\D is a continuous

homomorphism and thus ttb\D: D-*ttb(D) is open and thus ttb(D) is

also O-dimensional since ttb\D is open and closed. This implies that

B/nB(D)9é0. Let H be the commutator subgroup of G, then G/Hczt

B¡TTB(D)r¿0. By Theorem 3.1 of [8], H^G/H^H^G)^, a contra-

diction. That is, if W(G) = 0, then 5=0. Thus G~A/D. Now A = \~[yer Ly

where each Ly is a simple, simply connected, compact connected Lie

group. Since each Ly is an ANR, A is movable. Thus Hn(A)/Tor Hn(A)

has property L for all n^O [8, Theorem 4.4]. By [4, 3.16, p. 330],

the quotient homomorphism p:A^>-A/D — G induces an injection

p*:H'(G)/Tor Hn(G)-+Hn(A)/lor Hn(A). Now a subgroup of a group

having property L has property L. Thus H"(G)/Tor H"(G) has property

L for all«>0.
2.4. Example. Here we will show that if X is a Il-like continuum where

IT is a collection of compact connected Lie groups, then X need not have

the shape of a compact connected topological group. Let Sa be a solenoid
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which is not a circle. Then /F1(Sn) = char Sa does not have property L

and is torsion free. Let A'=S22a be the two-fold suspension of H0. Then

X is a 3-sphere-like continuum with the 3-sphere a compact connected Lie

group. However, H3(X)~H1('£a) is torsion free and does not have property

L. Also, H1(X)=0. Thus X cannot have the shape of a compact connected

topological group.

In [6] it was shown that if A is a compact connected abelian topological

group, then A is movable if and only if H^(A) has property L. We will

now give an example of a compact connected topological group G which

is movable with //1(C)=Z. This shows that this theorem is not true for

compact connected topological groups.

2.5. Example. Recall that the center of SU(k) = Lk is just the cyclic

group Zk [1, p. 31]. Let {p(} be a sequence of increasing prime numbers.

Observe that one can imbed Z„ ...„ <=Z„ x--xZ„ cL x--xL„

by the homomorphism li—>(1, 1, • • • , 1). One can also imbed Z„ ...„ in

the circle group F as the (px ■ ■ ■ pn)th roots of unity. Consider Zv ,¡f x

Zv ...j, <= Fx [LPi x ■ ■ ■ x Lp ] as the product of these two imbeddings.

Then consider A:Z_..,_-+Zn...„ xZv p as the diagonal map and

let fl„=A(Z;,i..JcZ5i".,PnxZi,i"..PjcVx[Lrix- • ■xL.J. Let Gn =
[Tx(Lpx---xLp)]¡Dn. Let y>nm:Tx (Lpx ■ ■ -x L„)-*Tx (LPi x

•■•xLp) be defined by ynm\T is equivalent to the complex map

zhH.zKn+f-p™ and ^„„(¿^ X* *• X Lv )=£i,1 X — X L„ is just the

projection onto the first n factors. Note that y>nmiDm)=Dn. Thus ipnm

induces a continuous homomorphism jrnm:Gm-^-Gn. Clearly trnm ° 7rmp =

TTnj> for n^m^p. Thus we have an inverse sequence of compact connected

Lie groups {Gn; n„,„; n^m<(oa}. Let G be the inverse limit group. Then

we claim that H1(G)=Z and that G is nonmovable.

First we show that G is nonmovable. This is equivalent to showing that

the ANR-sequence {Gn; nnm; n^m<.oj0} is not movable. Note that the

fundamental group of G„ is TTX(Gn)=ZxZp „ and Tr*,,,:^^,,,)—>-

■n-x(Gn) is the homomorphism taking (1, 0) to (pn+1 • ■ ■ pm, 0) and (0, 1)

to (0, 1). Let n=l. Then in the definition of movability one must be able

to find an m^l such that for all p^m, there is a continuous map rmp:

Gm—>GP such that 7rlm is homotopic to rrXv ° rmv. However, this would

insure that there is a homomorphism A"lî':7r1(Cm)-^-7r1(C;,) such that

7r*m=7T*J) o hmp. However, letting p = m+l, no such h"'v can exist. Thus

G cannot be movable.

To show that H1(G)=Z note that if Q is the commutator subgroup of

G, then the quotient homomorphism p.G^-GjQ induces an isomorphism

p*:H1(G/Q)~H1(G) by Theorem 3.1 of [8]. But G\Q is the inverse limit

of GJQn where Qn is the commutator subgroup of Gn. Now Qn =

Lp x ■ ■ ■ x Lp and Gn/Qn~Tfor all n. Now the induced homomorphism
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from Gm/Qm—>-GnIQn is an isomorphism. Thus the inverse limit of Gn/Qn

is just Fand G/Q~T. Thus //1(C/0~//1(G)~Z.
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